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Introducing Winter Accessories.

When you drive one of the world’s most powerful cars, 
that power demands respect. This is especially true when 
road conditions are at their most treacherous during the 
winter months.

Make sure you’re ready for anything that the elements 
can throw at you with Bentley’s specially-designed 
Winter Accessories. From snow chains that help tighten 
your grip on the road to safety accessories that give you 
peace of mind in times of need – these are created with 
your best interests at heart.

Alternatively, if your Bentley is off the road during the 
winter months, it is important to keep it protected 
from the accumulated effects of cold, moisture and 
dust particles. Our comprehensive range of protection 
accessories will safeguard against the damaging effects 
of winter.

To find out more, contact your local Bentley Dealer.
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Tighten your grip.

Stay safe in adverse conditions.

Nothing should ever diminish the pleasure of driving a 
Bentley, particularly the weather. That’s why Bentley 
offers a range of cold weather accessories to ensure that 
whatever the conditions, your car can safely handle them.

For sustained tyre traction, Spikes-Spider™ Snow Chains 
are available. These differ from traditional chains as they 
have a central hub that loosely holds the encompassing 
chains, allowing them to flex in response to road surface 
and conditions.

The AutoSock® is another ingenious accessory, designed 
as a short-term measure to get you home by providing 
extra grip and stability in icy or muddy conditions.

Spikes-Spider™ Snow Chains

AutoSock®
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Jewelled Torch

Warning Triangle

Hazard and Emergency 
Warning Light Set

Safety with style.

It’s time to shine some light on the matter.

Nobody likes to be left in the dark and these safety 
accessories ensure you never will be. The Bentley 
Jewelled  Torch, with hallmark knurling and Bentley  ‘B’ 
etched onto the lens, is easily charged in the cigar lighter 
and then neatly stowed away.  

On those rare occasions when you may need to alert 
other road users to your position, the Hazard and 
Emergency Warning Light Set automatically emits bright 
flashing lights when placed on the ground. A compact, 
high-visibility Warning  Triangle also warns approaching 
motorists of your presence.

Jewelled Torch
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Flawless floors.

Keep your interior footwells and luggage 
space pristine. 

Protect your footwells in winter conditions with high-
quality Bentley-branded All Weather Floor Mats. Providing 
excellent grip and featuring raised edges to keep dirt and 
water contained, they are perfectly tailored to preserve 
your car’s original carpets.

Lambswool Rugs, made from the softest natural wool 
provide the ultimate in underfoot luxury, comfort and 
protection, or you may choose Deep Pile Overmats, made 
from high-quality woven pile. Both sets are available in a 
range of colours to complement your interior cabin. 

As a precaution when loading or unloading luggage, 
the Heavy Duty Luggage Compartment and Bumper 
Protector unfolds to guard the rear bumper and carpeting 
against damage.

All Weather Floor Mats

Deep Pile Overmats

Lambswool Rugs

Heavy Duty Luggage Compartment 
and Bumper Protector
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Personalised Indoor Car Cover

Indoor Car Cover

Cherished and protected.

Make sure your pride and joy always 
looks its best.

If you choose to put your Bentley into storage during 
winter, there are a number of ways to ensure it 
remains in the best possible condition. 

Indoor  Covers offer an extra barrier against the 
damaging effects of moisture and dust that your 
car can be subjected to even when stored inside.  
They are custom-stitched to the unique contours of 
your car and can be personalised with either your 
name, the model name, registration number or 
bespoke text embroidered along each side.
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Out of sight, never out of mind.

Maintain your Bentley in optimal condition 
off  the road.

Tyre Cradles off er maximum protection during storage, 
cooling and cushioning tyres to prevent fl at spotting. 

There’s nothing like being fully charged and ready to 
go. Bentley’s Compact Battery Charger not only fully 
charges a discharged battery, but also ensures that peak 
power levels are retained during periods of storage.

Tyre Cradles

Battery Charger
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